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In 1997, during his descent from the north face of Changabang, in the 
Garwhal Himalaya, Andy Cave heard a quiet sound. High above, a series 
of snow slides merged into a single flood, surging toward him and his 
climbing partners. Initially “the whiteness,” he wrote in his first, award- 
winning memoir, Learning to Breathe, seemed to take “an eternity.”
Then time began again, and with it, “so quietly and softly [the ava
lanche] took Brendan away.”

That same sense of a muted blast, stilled time, and erased pres
ence suffuses Cave’s second book, Thin White Line. Near the opening Cave arrives at the Piolet 
d ’Or award ceremony in Chamonix; their Changabang ascent has just been nominated for the 
prize. Still in shock, months after the avalanche and Brendan Murphy’s death, Cave depicts the 
town with words that fall like eerie, muffled echoes: “All day snow fell like feathers, until the 
only colour left… was white, milk white, over pavements, cars, trees, hats and hair. In the 
evening it continued, a slow descent, graceful and noiseless, so that with closed eyes the only 
sensation was a gentle trickle and burn as the flakes slid from your cheeks. It was as if the snow 
normally reserved for high summits had become lost and decided to rest here on the street.” 

Throughout the book, his descriptive passages possess a ghostly, poignant beauty—allud
ing to loss, separation, disconnection— as if the invisible and the unspoken are what matter 
most, as if the author is searching to express an idea that lies just beyond the edges of his vision. 
Indeed, like many introspective climbing writers, Cave attempts to resolve that familiar exis
tential question in its risk-heightened form: How do we accept a world that includes suffering 
and violent death?



At times that quest appears almost contrived, as though Cave is trying to force form and 
resolution onto subject m atter most defined by its elusiveness and inexpressibility. Now 
and then his more explicit statements— explaining to readers the value of committing to 
the unknown— lack the emotional conviction of his oblique, poetic evocations of that 
same lifestyle.

Ultimately the book becomes most powerful in its hints and glimpses, rather than in its 
moments of willed clarity. For his first expedition after Murphy’s death, Cave goes with Dave 
Hesleden to attempt the West Face of Fitzroy. They bring Andy Parkin’s hand-drawn, deliber
ately incomplete map: “He [Parkin] openly questioned authorities or organizations that made 
access to the mountains too easy, arguing that individuals should use imagination to travel in 
wild places and take responsibility for their actions. I glanced at his treasure map again, won
dering what he had left out.”

Gradually that blank space transforms from a memento of absence into a field of endless 
imaginative possibilities. Cave wanders from Patagonia to Norway to Scotland to Alaska, 
encountering again and again that “the thin line between here and darkness,” those threshold 
states from which the most intense creativity arises. Such as on Fitzroy, where, about to fall from 
precarious axe placements, he stabs his crampon points against the rock and makes a rapid knee 
jam in a blank corner, delighting in a desperation-induced inventiveness, “I had never done it 
before, but the manoeuvre worked…  [S]kill, luck, madness.”

By the end of the book, the reader begins to feel that, for Cave, the activity is, on its deep
est level, about its peripheries. During the approach with Hesleden to pioneer a wildly tenuous 
Scottish winter climb, Genesis on Beinn Bhàn, they pause below the 800-foot Der Riesenwand: 
“Alone beneath one of the most dramatically steep winter walls in Scotland, I thought: These 
are the moments that make a climber’s life…  I felt it inside: timeless, enduring beauty. A light 
so special and tender that it stunned you and you almost forgot why you were here, that you 
had vertical things to perform.”

Along his journey Cave encounters other aesthetic wanderers, from the injured climbing 
artist Parkin, who crafts his sculptures from glacier detritus; to the 19-year-old prodigy Leo 
Houlding, who yells at Cave during a delicate traverse on their first free ascent of Norway’s 
Shield to stop and smell a white buddleia flower; to the relentless humorist Mick Fowler, who 
declaims after a strenuous mixed pitch on the first alpine-style ascent of Mt. Kennedy’s North 
Buttress, Alaska, “Excellent challenging exercise, Andrew. Nothing better.” It’s such rich portraits 
of unexpected characters and experiences that turn what could have been cliché— the search 
for the meaning of climbing— into something profoundly personal and original.

For above all else, Cave’s prose generates the reader’s delighted sympathy toward a pro
tagonist who actually stops, mid-pitch and mid-narrative, to remember “the poetry from the 
control of crampons” or to compare “fragile slivers of ice” to “half promises.” Or who, facing 
the potential of a death fall on Genesis, stares “at the green of the moss and the clear veneers of 
water” and calls them “miniature works of art.”

In such instances Thin White Line conjures up the essential numinousness of climbing 
as few other books have: portraying those successive revelations of inscapes, beneath our hands 
and feet, that seem at times to glow with reflected, metaphysical longings. Our vertical pursuits, 
as Cave explains them, ignite “fire” within us because they convey “the flicker of romance and 
the visual suggestion of a world unknown.”

And in response to the avalanche that sets off the writer’s travels, in the gaps and in half-



spoken silences of the text, the reader hears another, far quieter sound: within this wild and 
uncertain life, beauty is the only answer we can know.
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